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Schliemann & Troy 

by Caroline Scannell  

 

 
 

The war between 
Trojans and 
Achaeans which 
started when Paris, 
the son of the king of 
Troy Priam, carried 
away Helena, had 
continued from 1280 
to 1270 BC. 

 
   Scott  # 1222-4.

The area of Troy was designated a UNESCO World Heritage Site in 1998, as was the province of Çanakkale.  The 
inscription states:  “The Archaeological Site of Troy is of exceptional cultural importance because of the profound 
influence it had on significant literary works such as Homer’s Illiad and Virgil’s Aeneid, and on the arts in general, over 
more than two millennia. The inscribed property contains all the necessary elements to express its Outstanding 
Universal Value. The archaeological remains still allow for an impressive insight into the Bronze Age city with its 
fortifications, palaces and administrative buildings. Of the Greek and Roman periods, two major public buildings on the 
edge of the agora have survived in almost complete condition.” 
 

        
Turkey 1956. Theater in Troy    Trojan Vase 1956             Greece 1983.  Bust of                   
Scott #1222                               Scott # 1223                    Homer, Scott #1486  

 

 
With more than 4,000 years of history 
Troy is one of the most famous 
archaeological sites in the world.  The 
Greeks traced their lineage to the 
Greek ships that sailed to Troy to lay 
siege to Troy, the Romans traced their 
lineage to Aeneas, a Trojan who left 
the field. 
 

 
The Greeks traced their lineage to the Greek ships that sailed to Troy to lay siege to Troy, the Romans traced their 
lineage to Aeneas, a Trojan who left the field. 

 (cont’d pg 3) 
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From the Editor:   

 

I have been reading some predictions of the future of 
archaeology and what will be important in the near or 
distant future.  It seems there are many items piled up that 
require more research to be done on them and future 
archaeologists may not be required to get their fingers dirty 
digging.  Ground Penetrating Radar has changed the way 
archaeologists find sites.  Also conservation is now a large 
part of archaeology; from repairs to King Tut’s tomb, 
preserving the Sphinx from environmental damage, 
preserving rock art from tourists by building reproductions, 
Mohenjodoro has sustained damage and the Acropolis has 
been attacked by a fungus growing within the marble, 
Pompeii is collapsing.  The World Monuments Fund is 
working as fast as they can.   
 
For over half a century, World Monuments Fund has led the 
way in conserving the world's irreplaceable treasures — 
architectural and cultural sites that span the history of 
human civilization such as; Babylon, Iraq; Lalibela, Ethiopia; 
Angkor, Siem Reap, Cambodia among others.  They are 
headquartered in NYC at the Empire State Building. 
 
When I read the lists of new stamp issues these days there 
are so many being issued for COVID-19 it could be a topic 
in itself.  There must be 50 of them now, which is the same 
amount as was issued to save the Nubian Monuments in the 
1960s. 
 

I’ve recently managed to obtain some elastic so can finally 
make myself some masks.  So far I have one with stamp 
fabric another floral and have cut out one with cats.  I know 
I have more stamp fabric some place but with rain expected 
today I need lots of lights to find anything.  I prefer sunlight 
so the sewing machine and also the computer are set up near 
windows, one a bay window and the other a picture window. 
 
Aside from that I am working on updating my internet 
service at home.  I should have wi-fi in early November.  I 
will not be charged for extending the line for 400-500 feet to 
reach my house.  This winter we will have snow and it is 
against my religion to dig out a car.  Since I do not have a 
TV, nor do I want one, and my neighbors all have their 
internet through their TV, I am dependent on the phone 
company and the optic wiring has only become available to 
me the past 6 months.  I live in a “low population” area, in a 
small town, certainly not a city.  Though they are building an 
apartment building on Main Street.  There was a problem 
with zoning because the building will be 4 or 5 stories.  A 
sky-scraper! 

Caroline 
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Schliemann & Troy 

by Caroline Scannell (cont’d from pg 1) 
 

The siege of Troy by Spartan and Achaean warriors in the 13th or 12th century 
BC was immortalized by Homer in The Iliad.  The story was already old when 
Alexander the Great was reported to have slept with the book under his pillow. 
 
Located on the mound of Hisarlik, overlooking the plain along the Turkish 
Aegean, Troy is not far from the southern entrance to the Dardanelles.  
Excavations have revealed that region has been inhabited for 8,000 years. 
 
Originally excavated by Heinrich Schliemann who began excavating before he 
obtained a firman (which gave permission to excavate from the Turkish 
authorities) in 1870, its extensive remains are evidence of the first contact 
between the Anatolian and Mediterranean worlds. 
 

 
            Greece, Scott #1195,  
             Dec 8,1976

<< German DDR, Scott #2847, Oct 2,1990 
 

It was long believed that Troy was located at a place called Bounarbashi, but Frank Calvert 
believed it to be at Hisarlik.  Calvert lacked the resources to fully excavate the site so he 
convinced Schliemann to excavate. 
 

A fan of Homer, Schliemann believed in the accuracy of the Iliad and Odyssey and was 
determined to prove the tale to be actual history. 

 

By the middle of 1873 Schliemann unearthed what he determined to be "the gold treasure of King Priam".  While 
digging in the foundations he saw the glint of gold and immediately dismissed the workmen so they would not see and 
report the find.   
 

The fate of this treasure is one of the great mysteries of archaeology.  During WWII Germany's art treasures, 
including Priam's Treasure, were stored in bunkers.  At the end of the war, with all the confusion when Russian and 
American armies occupied Germany the Trojan gold vanished.  Photos were all that remained.  In 1993 Russia 
confirmed the treasure had been brought to Moscow after the war which launched a bitter struggle between Turkey, 
Greece, Germany and Russia over ownership of the treasure.   
 

   
Greece, Scott #1705                   Germany, Scott #1615 
Joint issue October 11, 1990. 

Schliemann started out life as a poor boy and 
made his money dealing in munitions during the 
Crimean War in Russia and also the Civil War in 
the U.S.  After earning a fortune he dedicated his 
life to searching for Troy.  His contributions to 
archaeology are still being debated to this day. 

 

Credit for sorting through the chronology of the layers at Hissarlik goes to Wilhelm Dorpfeld, who Schliemann hired 
as an assistant in 1882.  Dorpfeld continued work at the site after Schliemann's death, locating parts of Troy VI not 
destroyed by Schliemann's diggers.  He discovered evidence of burning and announced this was the Real Troy. 
 

Pretending to stop the siege, the Greeks sent a big wooden horse as an atonement to Pallas Athena, and at the same 
time let their fleet sail away from Troy.  But the belly of the Trojan Horse was hollow and contained some of the best 
Greek warriors.  When the citizens of Troy had dragged the huge wooden horse behind the city walls, the warriors in 
the horse's belly climbed out in the darkness of the night,  and  the Greek  fleet  returned.  The city of  Troy fell,  King  
 

(cont’d pg 4) 
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Schliemann & Troy 

by Caroline Scannell    (cont’d from pg 3) 
 

Priam was assassinated, and the Greeks had their revenge.  Since that time the Trojan Horse has been a symbol of 
cunning and malice.  
 

Scenes from both fables are depicted on Greek redware and blackware vases as well as on many stamps.  Below is a 
set of stamps issued by Greece December 19, 1983, Scott #1472-1485. 
 

 
Deification of Homer;  Abduction of Helen by Paris;  The Wooden Horse;  Achilles throwing dice with Ajax & 
Achilles;  Hector receiving his arms from his parents. 
 

  
Battle between Ajax & Hector;  Priam asking for Hector’s body;  The binding of Polyphemus;  Ulysses escaping from 
Polyphemus’ cave;  Ulysses on the Island of the Sirens.  
  

     
Ulysses slaying the suitors;    The heros of the Illiad. 
   

    

Sandy, the Mississippian 

by Christopher Kolker 

 

 

<<  "Sandy" on US Scott number 3878f 
 
 
Some things in life just aren’t fair. The Mississippian culture in philately is one small 
example. Despite being the dominant culture of the North American continent for 
approximately 600 years, it appears that exactly one US stamp has been issued to 
commemorate its dominance. 
 
(cont’d pg 5)     
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Sandy, the Mississippian 

by Christopher Kolker          (cont’d from prevs. pg) 
 

That’s likely for a couple of different reasons. First of all, the ancient 
Mississippians did not engage in any kind of writing so far as we 
know. Secondly, they did not leave behind any stone architecture. 
Instead they used the earth to make giant mounds that, over time, 
tended to erode back into nature, simply appearing as small hills to 
the unobservant. Instead, they used local copper deposits to practice 
metallurgy to make relatively small items. Larger metallic objects 
simply were not made. 
 

As one might surmise, the Mississippian culture began to develop in 
the Mississippi River Valley. As best as can be surmised, this seemed 
to happen around the year 800 AD. Subgroups extended into the 
Ohio River Valley, the Tennessee River Valley, the Arkansas River 
Valley, and in the upper Midwest region of Michigan, Wisconsin, 
Iowa, and southern Minnesota. 
 

 

 

 

<<   Art of the American Indian Scott 3878a-j, 
2004 
 

A number of cultural traits make up this 
Mississippian culture: 
1. Construction of large truncated earthwork 
mounds or platform mounds. These were usually 
square or rectangular in nature. Because of erosion 
and generations of neglect, they now superficially 
appear as small hills, especially after erosion 
rounded off the sharp edges. 
2. Maize-based agriculture. 
3. Shell-tempered pottery. For most of their area 
of influence, the ancient Mississippians were 
nowhere near the sea, but used shells from rivers 
to help make their clay pottery smoother. 

4. Widespread trading networks. It should be noted that many of the same Mississippians artifacts have been found 
along the Atlantic Ocean, especially in the Georgia-area, south to the Gulf of Mexico, all the way up to the Great Lakes. 
These were not isolated communities, but were part of a larger trading network. As would be expected, regional 
differences did exist, but similarities abounded, not unlike North American society today. 
5. Development of the chiefdom level of social complexity. 
6. Development of institutionalized social inequality. 
7. Development of settlement hierarchies. From what 
can best be surmised by modern archaeology, 
centralized cities had smaller, regional towns feeding 
into the larger cities culturally and economically. This is 
very much like what we see today, where each state 
may have a major metropolitan area with surrounding 
smaller communities that help service economics needs 
and are served by the larger community. 
8. Adoption of a particular type of paraphernalia called 
the Southeastern Ceremonial Complex (SECC), 
formerly called the Southern Cult.  The same kind of 
items, whether statuary, copper plating, or instruments, 
have been found all the way from Georgia to 
Wisconsin down to Louisiana. 

(List taken from Wikipedia) 

 
Typical cooper plates of the Mississippians 

(cont’d pg 6) 
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Sandy, the Mississippian 

by Christopher Kolker      (cont’d from prevs. pg) 
 

As with any collection of human beings, changes abound. The ancient Mississippians were no different. Each generation 
would leave their own mark, causing their culture to be slightly different than it was before. The Mississippian chronology 
can be said to be the following: 
1. The Early Mississippi, from approximately 1000 to 1200 AD. This is actually transition from the late Woodland Era of 
the region. In the late Woodland era, nomadic tribes showed increasing complexity with pottery and weapons, especially 
with bows and arrows replacing spears and axes. The Early Mississippian era seems to be the transition from a more local, 
tribal way to a more complex and sedentary way of life. True cities began. Centralization commenced, and agriculture 
became the main way of life. The population in these areas predictably began to expand rapidly. 
2. The Middle Mississippi, from 1200 to 1400 AD. This era is considered to be the apex of the Mississippian civilization. 
Rapid expansion of the great metropolises and the ceremonial complexes continued, especially at Cahokia in present-day 
Illinois. The SECC art and symbolism flourished during this time. These metropolitan sites expand into the upper Midwest, 
as far north as Wisconsin, and as far west as eastern Oklahoma. Their civilization arrives at the Atlantic Ocean during this 
era, reaching into Georgia. 
3. The Late Mississippi, from 1400 to 1540 AD. This era is characterized by 
increasing warfare, political turmoil, and population movement. In Cahokia, 
around 1350, the population seems to have suddenly dispersed. More 
defensive structures were built at existing sites, while mound building 
abruptly stopped. It’s important to note that this does not seem to be in 
response to European intrusion into the area. By 1500, the Mississippian 
population in most areas were already experiencing severe social stress. 
 

 

In fact, it can be said that the ancestral Pueblo peoples discussed in an 
earlier presentation had the same issues. This may have actually been due to 
the Little Ice Age occurring during this time. Scholars theorize the relative 
temperature reductions crippled agricultural production. Areas under the 
Mississippian control had already been deforested and overhunted, 
exacerbating the crisis. Of course, European contact renewed warfare and 
spread diseases, providing the death knell for the Mississippian culture. 

 

 
Mississippian Village  
(from Tennessee4me.com) 

Being a geographically diverse region, it stands to reason that the stone statuary found at the sites are not always going to 
be the same. Numerous kinds of styles exist, and are classified by archaeologists today by their geographical location. An 
oversimplification of it might be that those found in the Mississippi Valley area extending into Arkansas and Oklahoma 
represent mythological creatures, with most of the clay coming from a flint clay source found only in the vicinity of 
present-day St. Louis. Meanwhile, those found in the Tennessee/Cumberland River area come from local clay sources, 
which the statuary appearing to be actual people. It is thought that this may be a more direct form of ancestral worship, 
but without writing, that will forever be speculative. 
 

       A Chunkey  
Salamander-like pottery of the Mississippians      Effigy pipe of figure smoking from a frog   (a popukar hoop & stick game) player 
(Approximately AD 1200)                                   from Spiro, OK                                           taken from Cahokia 
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Sandy, the Mississippian 

by Christopher Kolker        (cont’d from prevs. pg) 
 

Many of the statutes in the Tennessee and Cumberland River Valley areas tend to show people in fairly relaxed poses. The 
expression on the faces are natural, often depicting people with crossed legs and arms rested upon their laps. The hair 
tends to be pulled back, and the size of the head seems to be somewhat exaggerated in proportion to the rest of the body, 
as if to emphasize the face. The men do not have obvious clothing, while women tend to have skirts. Some of the men 
have their sexual organs lightly defined, while others have what appear to have a fairly full belly but no other 
distinguishing characteristics about the lower body at all. 
 

For the statute on the postage stamp, this description holds true. Our statue even has a name. “Sandy” was found in 1939 
in a place now known as Sellers Indian Mound. This is located in Wilson County, Tennessee near Lebanon, Tennessee, in 
the north central part of the state. The statue is thought to have been carved between 1250 and 1350 A.D., which 
would’ve been at the apex of the Mississippian culture. Today Sandy is housed at the University of Tennessee’s McClung 
Museum of Natural History and Culture in Knoxville. Sandy is thought to represent a tribal chief. 
 

Much of the Mississippian cultures remains a mystery.  No writing exists, and no large buildings were built. By the time of 
European arrival, many of their areas had been abandoned, leaving little information behind.  However, Hernando 
DeSoto’s expedition of 1539 to 1543 to the south-central and southeast United States did chronicle some of the residual 
culture. Unfortunately, the Spaniards brought measles and smallpox, destroying that same residual culture.  The Spaniards 
introduction of horses gave the survivors a tool to live a unew and more nomadic lifestyle. 
 

However, the descendants of the Mississippian culture make up many Native American nations living today. While 
certainly not a complete list, those Indian nations include the Alabama, Apalachee, Caddo, Chickasaw, Catawba, Choctaw, 
Muscogee Creek, Guale, Hitichi, Houma, Kansa, Missouria, Mobilian, Natchez, Osage, Quapaw, Seminole, Tunica-Biloxi, 
Yamasee, and the Yuchi. 
 

 

New Digs 
 

 
French Andorra,  

<<  Archaeological Remains of the l’Orri del Cubil, issued July 4, 2020 
 
The Cubil barn consists of all the structures that a barn can have. Its distribution forms 
a compact set, with the milking parlor, the fence and the three cabins connected to each 
other. It was excavated during 2008-2009 and later rebuilt.  
Cubil: name of Latin etymology, which is applied to the place where the cow usually lays 
when she grazes in the mountains during the summer. It also applies to other animals 
and comes from the Latin cubile, which means bed. 
Cubil Lake is a wetland of great floristic interest with remarkable species of floating flora 
such as the white flower buttercup. 

 

 
 

 
 
 
<<  Armenia, Van Kingdom, issued May 26, 2020 
14th Definitive Issue Van Kingdom 
 

In 2020 on May 26th, 7 postage stamps dedicated to the 
theme "14th definitive issue. Van Kingdom" are put into 
circulation. The postage stamps depict a bronze figurine 
(decoration of a throne) of Van Kingdom. The figurine, 
having 15,5 cm of height, is dated 7th century BC and kept in 
the State Hermitage Museum of Saint Petersburg. 

1500 BCE - c. 1200 BCE  The Hayasa-Azzi confederation flourished in ancient Turkey and Armenia. Urartu, also 
known as the Kingdom of Urartu or the Kingdom of Van, was a civilization which developed in the Bronze and Iron 

(cont’d next pg) 
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New Digs    (cont’d from pg 7) 

 

Age of ancient Armenia, eastern Turkey, and northwestern Iran from the 9th century BCE. Controlling territories 
through military might and the construction of fortresses, the kingdom boasted a lively production in the arts, especially 
metalwork. Surviving only two centuries, the kingdom mysteriously disappeared in the 6th century BCE and was only 
rediscovered as a distinct and recognizable ancient culture by excavations carried out in the 19th century CE. The 
history of Urartu remains fragmentary due to a lack of extended written sources and an overreliance on potentially 
biased sources from contemporary enemy states such as Assyria. Nevertheless, surviving inscriptions, architecture, and 
artifacts, together with ongoing archaeological investigations have helped re-create a sufficiently detailed history to 
indicate the undoubted importance of one of the region’s most influential ancient cultures.   

 

 

<<  Austria, 125 Years of Excavations in Ephesus, issued April 17, 2020 
 

The Austrian Archaeological Institute has been carrying out research in the ancient city of 
Ephesus for more than 125 years. Austrian Post is congratulating it with a commemorative 
stamp showing a statue of the goddess Artemis from the Temple of Ephesus, one of the 
wonders of the world.  Located on the west coast of Turkey, Ephesus has been inhabited 
since the 7th millennium BC. Having been a Greek settlement since the 11th century BC, 
from 133 BC the city became part of the Roman Empire and the seat of the governor of the 
Roman province of Asia. Ephesus remained an important political and economic centre 
right through until Late Antiquity. It subsequently became part of the Byzantine Empire 
until it was conquered by the Turks in 1304. 

It has been on the UNESCO World Cultural Heritage List since 2015. Excavation work was started in 1863 when the 
English railway engineer R. T. Wood began his search for the Temple of Artemis, one of the seven wonders of the 
ancient world. In 1895 the Austrian archaeologist Otto Benndorf was able to begin investigating the city. Starting with 
the Temple of Artemis, the archaeologists gradually exposed various districts of the ancient city. The successful 
excavations resulted in the foundation of the Austrian Archaeological Institute (OeAl) in 1898, which has been a 
research institution of the Austrian Academy of Sciences since 2016. The excavations in Ephesus are today still led by 
the OeAl assisted by national and international research institutions.  Excavations in Ancient Ephesus were interrupted 
in early September 2016 by order of the Turkish Foreign Ministry are to be resumed by the Austrian Archaeological 
Institute. The announcement was made recently in Istanbul by the Foreign Minister Mevlüt Çavuşoğlu during a joint 
press conference with his new Austrian counterpart Karin Kneissl. The Austrian Foreign Minister expressed her joy at 
the decision taken on the Turkish side, stressing that this exceeds the expectations of her visit to Turkey and that 
Ephesus has a symbolic character, constituting a scientific project with an economic and tourist dimension that has 
already united the two countries since 1895. 
 
The stećak necropolis Radimlja is situated in the Vidovo polje near Stolac and is a 
national monument of Bosnia and Herzegovina. It has 133 stećak tombstones dating 
back to the 15th and 16th century, and it is one of the most important stećak 
necropolises. Most of them are in crest form as well as in “sljemenjak” form (similar 
to a sarcophagus), while 63 stećak tombstones are decorated. The motifs are arcades 
and male figures with raised hands, crosses and stylized crosses, bent vines with a 
trefoil, shields with a sword, also scenes of hunting, dancing, duelling and other 
ornaments or figural scenes. Inscriptions in the Croatian Cyrillic or the Bosančica 
(Bosnian Cyrillic) indicate that the necropolis belonged to the noble family of  

 
Bosnia Croat, Archaeological 
Treasure, Issued May 12, 2020 

Hraben – Miloradović. Also, three stone carvers Miogost, Bolašin Bogavčić and Ratko Brativoić carved their names. In 
the immediate vicinity of the necropolis is a large number of Illyrian tumuli, which indicates the continuity of burial and 
the continuation of the burial tradition along the old graves. The necropolis is intersected by a road built during the 
Austro-Hungarian rule in Bosnia and Herzegovina, and it is estimated that some 20 monuments were destroyed by this 
road construction. (Željka Šaravanja, www.epostshop.ba) 
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New Digs  

 

    

 
 
<< China/Taiwan, Jade Artifacts from 
the National Palace Museum Part III,   
issued Aug 26, 2020 

Following earlier releases on July 5 and December 10 of 2019, Chunghwa Post is issuing a new set of four stamps on 
jades of the National Palace Museum. Descriptions of their designs follow: 
1. Jade Bird, Hongshan culture (NT$8): The people of the neolithic Hongshan culture believed that birds 
provided a communication channel between heaven and earth and served as ambassadors between gods and men. In 
those ancient times, they selected jade, which perfectly embodies the essence of nature, to carve bird images. Carved 
with soft lines, this jade bird conveys a difficult-to-measure sense of spiritualism.  
2. Jade Ornament with Divine Animal-mask Pattern, Liangzhu culture (NT$9): Liangzhu culture's jade objects 
were closely connected to the culture's religious beliefs, and they frequently took god figures with animal masks as their 
subject matter. The animal mask here has a pair of large eyes, a wide-open mouth, sharp fangs protruding from both 
the top and bottom of the mouth, and a sharp point at the top, which represents the tip of the feathered headdress of a 
god. Liangzhu culture often used simple pointy tips to represent the whole body of a god. 
3. Jade Cong Tube, Longshan-Qijia culture (NT$17): This work has a cylindrical interior and square exterior. 
Representing heaven and earth, it was an important ritual object in Longshan-Qijia culture. It has beautiful proportions, 
bearing witness to the meticulous approach taken to its manufacture. Simple and elegant, it reflects the solemnity of the 
religious rites in which it played a role.  
4. Jade Disc with Raised Rim, Shang dynasty (NT$22): It is made of a dark jade commonly found in objects 
dating to the Shang dynasty. The central hole of the disc is small, and its face is thin and wide and features a series of 
delicate concentric circles. It bore special meaning as an object in religious ceremonies, and it was not used as an 
ornament in everyday life.  
 

 

<<  Columbia, 40th Anniversary Diplomatic Relations between 
Colombia and China, UNESCO World Heritage Sites 
Scott # 1535, issued July 2, 2020. 
 

A – Terra cotta army 
Near the unexcavated tomb of Qin Shi Huangdi, who had 
proclaimed himself first emperor of China in 221 BC lay an 
extraordinary underground treasure:  The terra-cotta army, as it 
is known, is part of an elaborate mausoleum created to 
accompany the first emperor of China into the afterlife.  
B- Walls of Cartegena, Columbia 

The city of Cartagena, known in the colonial era as Cartagena 
de Indias, is a city and major port on the northern coast of 
Colombia in the Caribbean Coast Region. Founded in 1533, 
during the colonial era it was a key port for the export of 
Peruvian silver to Spain and for the import of enslaved Africans 
under the asiento system. It was defensible against pirate attacks 
in the Caribbean. Archaeological investigations date the decline 
of the Puerto Hormiga culture and its related settlements to 
around 3000 BC. The rise of a much more developed culture, 
the Monsú, who lived at the end of the Dique Canal near 
today's Cartagena neighborhoods. 

C – Great Wall of China 
The Great Wall of China is one of the greatest sights in the world — the longest wall in the world, an awe-inspiring feat 
of ancient defensive architecture. It is a collective series of fortification systems generally built across the historical  

(cont’d. next pg) 
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New Digs 

 

Columbia UNESCO World Heritage Sites (cont’d) 
northern borders of China to protect against invading tribes. 
D – Stone Sculptures San Agustín Archaeological Park, Columbia 
The largest group of religious monuments and megalithic sculptures in South America stands in a wild, spectacular 
landscape. Gods and mythical animals are skillfully represented in styles ranging from abstract to realist. These works of 
art display the creativity and imagination of a northern Andean culture that flourished from the 1st to the 8th century. 
 

 
Croatia, Split Archaeo-
logical Museum;   

Sarcophagus of the good shepherd Soin 4th century, issued August 17, 2020. 
 
The Archaeological Museum in Split is the oldest museum in Croatia and was founded 
in 1820.  It has about 150,000 artifacts dating back to the period of Greek colonization 
of the Adriatic.  Among the most significant collections are the stone inscriptions from 
Salona, a collection of Hellenistic pottery, Roman glass and the largest (in the country) 
gem collection.  The museum also houses a marine archaeological collection that was 
set up in the 1960s, parallel to the beginning of underwater archaeological research of 
Central Dalmatia.  

 

 
Ireland, History in 100 Objects 2020  
2 Self-Adhesive Strips of 4 Diff, issued June 25, 2020 
Balinderry Sword mid 9th century 

 

The Ballinderry Sword is an iron Viking-style 
weapon found in a bog on the site of 
a crannog (lake dwelling) in Ballinderry, 
in Rosemount, County Westmeath, Ireland in 
1928. It is no. 36 in A History of Ireland in 100 
Objects. It was found along with other Viking  
 

objects: a longbow, two spearheads, an axe head and a gaming 
board. The settlement dates from between the late 9th and 
early 11th century and the collection of artifacts uncovered 
appears to fit the profile of a wealthy Irish farmer or of a local 
ruler.  The sword's pommel is coated in a sheet of silver and 
consists of five distinct sections that slowly rise to a rounded 
tip in the middle. Below these sections is a band of silver 
decorated with a recessed pattern of swirls that loop around 
the pommel. The hilt of the sword is also coated in silver and 
bears the same swirl pattern as the band on the pommel. There 
is little doubt but that this was a very high-status object.  The 
blade on the sword is very wide, which is typical of Viking 
swords. The blade tapers to a point and is 79 centimeters long. 
The blade has an inscription of ULFBERHT, 
a Rhineland manufacturer. About 200 of these blades have 
been discovered as far away as Russia, suggesting that this was 
the early equivalent of an ‘international brand’. While the blade 
was imported, the hilt and pommel were made by Vikings. The 
upper side bears the name HILTIPREHT, which seems to 
connect it to a Norwegian craftsman of that name. The find 
shows that the Irish were forced to upgrade their weaponry to 
combat the Vikings. Viking-style weapons like this sword also 
gave local Irish warriors superiority in combat against other 
native Irish warriors. More broadly, the object and its story 
offers a unique glimpse into the impact that the Vikings had in 
transforming Irish society. The sword, which is on display at 
the National Museum of Ireland, Dublin is in much better 
condition compared to many other similar finds internationally. 
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<<  Italy, Tetradramma of Gela, issued Sept 8, 2020 
 

The issue of the stamp dedicated to the Tetradramma of Gela was celebrated at the 
Walls of Timoleonte with the issuance of an ordinary stamp, with a face value of € 1.10, 
for the year 2020, belonging to the thematic series "The Italian artistic and cultural 
heritage", with a circulation of four hundred thousand copies.       (cont’d next pg) 
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Italy, Tetradramma of Gela   (cont’d) 
The Tetradramma di Gela is an ancient silver coin minted in the fifth century. BC, a period in which the city, thanks to 
the tyrants Hippocrates and Gelone, reached a prominent position in the Mediterranean; one of the best known coins 
with the protome of the “androprosopus” bull, ie a human head with taurine attributes, personification of the Gela river 
and emblem of the Geloa coinage; on this reason the ancient master engravers of Gela practiced between the sixth and 
fifth centuries BC. their ability to create some of the most admired masterpieces of Sicilian numismatics. The coin in 
question is found in the Archaeological Museum of Gela and is part of one of the most important and admired 
collections in the world. 
 

         
Portugal, Ancient Coins, issued Aug 3, 2020 
About Portuguese Numismatics - 1st Group 
“Coins are an object that allows us to embark on a fascinating journey through time. In its multiple forms, it tells us of 
politics and institutions, of economy and society, of language and culture and even of religion and philosophy. Art and 
technology come together perfectly in this portable and hard-wearing object, whose every side contains the keys to 
decode history. Understanding its inestimable value, CTT, in partnership with INCM, is presenting a stamp series in 
2020 based on the coins minted on Portuguese soil in pre-national times, covering 1350 years of history of the Western 
Iberia, from Antiquity to the Middle Ages.  This series of stamps recalls times when those in power used coins to 
restore old memories and build new identities. Found during archaeological excavations or part of museological 
collections in Portugal, the coins shown on these stamps are a very important source of information about the societies 
of the past, now also remembered in a stamp issue where philately has a close conversation with numismatics.” 
Ma rio de Gouveia Portuguese Mint and Official Printing Office Portuguese Mint Museum 

 The pre-Roman coin is a bronze as minted in Alca  cer do Sal during the 2nd or 1st centuries BCE (MNA 2005-182-3). 
It shows two dolphins, facing left, and the head of Heracles-Melqart, facing left, with a lion skin and sta over his 
shoulder, combined with pre-Latin letters. Linking Indigenous and Mediterranean cultures, this coin evokes symbols 
related to ancient maritime myths and legends. 

*The Roman coin is a bronze dupondius minted in E vora between 27BCE & 14CE, under Augustus (MNA 2014-23-3). 
It shows a patera, an aspergillum, a pitcher, a simpulum and a knife, with the words  IBERA ITAS IV  EBOR 

(‘ iberalitas Julia E vora’), and the head of Augustus, facing left, with the words PERMISSV CAESARIS AVGVSTI P 
M (‘By permission of Caesar Augustus, pontifex maximus’). The objects refer to imperial cults in which the princeps 
represents the political and religious unity of the Roman Empire. 
*The Suevic coin is a silver siliqua minted in Braga in 448-456, under Rechiarius (AHMP, CMP 1814-2). It shows a tall 
standing cross encircled by a crown of laurel, with the letters B-R and, below, a palm, with the words IVSSV 
RICHIARI REGES (‘By order of Rechiarius, king’), and a bust of Honorius, facing right, with the words D N 
HONORIVS P F AVG (‘Our lord Honorius, pious, felicitous, august’). For the rst time in history, a barbarian Christian 
king, striving for legitimacy, ordered a coin to be minted in his own name. 
*The Visigothic coin is a gold triens minted in Idanha-a-Velha in 710-711, under Rodericus (INCM, MCM 3871). It 
shows a cross on three steps, with the words + EGITANIA PIVS (‘Idanha, pious’), and the bust of Rodericus, in a 
frontal position, with the words + IN D NE RVDERICVS RX (‘In God’s name, Rodericus, king’). The cross and the 
king are a reminder that the royal family is a sacred institution and that the king is a warrior linked to ancestral 
traditions. 

*The Islamic coin is a gold dina r minted in Silves in 1149-1150, under Ibn Qasi (MPXII NUM 0010-MDDS 

1993/0249). It shows aniconic sides, with the words ‘The ima  m / Abd / Alla  h / prince of the believers – In the name 

of Alla h, this dina  r was minted in Silves in the year 544’ and ‘There is no god but Alla  h / Muhammad is the prophet of 

Alla h / the mahdi  by Alla h – And he who seeks another religion than isla  m will not be accepted by Him, and, at the  
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Portugal, Ancient Coins, issued Aug 3, 2020     (cont’d from previous pg) 

end, will be among the condemned’. Following the Islamic revelation, this coin evokes Alla  h’s unicity, Muhammad’s 
prophetic mission and the destiny of those who refuse to convert to Islam.  

 

   
Portugal, Prehistoric Group, issued August 20, 2020 
 

The Paleolithic; the first humans to arrive in 
uninhabited territory travelled over largly 
unknown routes from Africa before spreading 
throughout the Old World.  The traces of these 
first inhabitants in present-day Portugal date to 
around half a million years ago.  Human 
remains and abandoned stone and bone utensils 
such as the hand axe found in the Furninha or 
Dominique’s Cave. A versatile instrument for 

cutting, drilling and crushing, among other things, are among the traces left by the earliest hunter-gatherers that 
frequented caves on the peninsula, depositing very long successive stratigraphic layers where the remains of the now 
extinct fauna can also be found.  
  The Neolithic; those who work the land, by the middle of the 6th millennium BCE, the arrival of the first agro-
pastoralist communities on the Iberian Peninsula changed the face of its history forever.  The dwindling numbers of 
those previous groups who still survived from hunting and gathering watched on as these producers of wheat, barley, 
goats, sheep, cattle and pigs, products that have remained a part of our diet for more than seven thousand years.  They 
first began to work the land, initially choosing light soils that were easy to manually plough with polished stone hoes.  
These open air habitats were occupied for only short periods, while caves were used as burial places, as in Nascente do 
Almonda.  Group identities were arrived in the production of ceramic vases for the confection, storage and 
consumption of food, decorated using shells, marking grooves and depicting various types of grain, as can be seen in 
the cave of Senhora da Luz.   
  The Megalithic; we do not fully understand the velief systems of the ancient Neolithic and Chalcolithic societies that 
built megalithic monuments to house the dead in various landscapes throughout the 4th and 3rd millennium BCE.  A 
lack of written records keeps us from reconstructing the narratives developed by these communities in relation to the 
dead, the meaning of the artifacts that accompany them and the rituals that took place around these often immense 
stone monuments.  Nonetheless, the construction of funerary structures such as the large dolmens in Alentejo and the 
Beiras, which required the transportation of large blocks of stone weighing several tons; the characters with large eyes 
represented in stone, ceramic and bone surrounding the dead; the artifacts of common use such as arrowheads, hand 
axes of polished stone, ceramic vases and exceptional pieces charged with symbolic and social value such as the 
schiststa, the play of light created by the cautious construction of these monuments oriented to the rising sun, 
illuminating the funeral chamber literally and metaphorically; all these aspects allow us to understand that death was not 
necessarily considered the end of lift for these communities. 
  The Chalcolithic; emergence of elites; population growth, prosperity and possibly economic inequality seem to have 
created a climate of social conflict that marks the landscapes of the 3rd millennium BCE.  Prosperity generated by 
technologies introduced from the East, such as the plough and cart is inseparable from the growth of a dense network 
of population centers during the Chalcolithic period, some measuring dozens of hectares in size and others surrounded 
by robust stone walls.  Growing economic development and social sophistication characterized the Chalcxolithic elites, 
who were also distinquished by their possession of exotic and technologically advanced artifacts such as halberds 
recovered in funerary monuments like the tholos tombs of Alcalar.  The unequal distribution of other exceptional 
artifacts in ivory, gold, amber and variscite, often brought from thousands of kilometers away, reveal that any period of 
social equality whether real or imagined by modern philosophers, had come to an end by this period. 
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Romania, Speleology (Caves), Rhinocerous, Bat, Bear, Speleogist issued June 18, 2020 
Issued to honor Emil Racovita of the Institute of Speleology “A Century of Research”, designed by George Ursachi.   

The Institute of Speleology “Emil Racovita”, the first of its kind in the world, owes its existence to the genius of the 
great scientist Emil Racovita (1868-1947), biologist, polar explorer and founder of biospeleology, the creation of this 
institute being enshrined in a special law, enacted on April 26th, 1920 by King Ferdinand I.  In the early years, the 
institute functioned as a component part of the Faculty of Sciences within University of Cluj, representing the official 
framework in which its founder also moved the headquarters of the “Biospeologica” Scientific Society, which he had 
founded in 1907, as an international tool to coordinate the activity of all zoologists interested in the study of 
underground fauna. 
  Emil Racovita, along with two eminent biologists, carried out their activity in the institute in Cluj: the French René 
Jeannel, entomologist and biogeographer, and the Swiss Pierre-Alfred Chappuis, a specialist in underground aquatic 
fauna.  In 1940 Racovita was forced to take refuge in Timisoara, taking with him the archives of the institute, the 
“Biospeological” collection remaining in Cluj guarded by P.A. Chappuis. Racovita returned to Cluj in 1945, suffering all 
the deprivations of poverty and post-war inflation. After Racovita’s death in 1947, the institute slowly declined, 
especially after Chappuis left Romania in 1949. 
  In 1956, at the initiative of professors Traian Orghidan, Margareta Dumitrescu and Valeriu Puscariu, the institute was 
reorganized under the leadership of Professor Constantin Motas (1891-1980), in its new structure having headquarters 
in Bucharest and a section in Cluj. A year later (1957), the Institute of Speleology received the name of its founder, Emil 
Racovita, and in 1960 it passed under the aegis of the Romanian Academy. After 1963, the directors of ISER were 
professors Traian Orghidan and Margareta Dumitrescu. 
  Within the postage stamps issue, made up of four stamps, representative images from the caves of Romania are 
depicted, of great importance for the speleological research activity. The illustration of the postage stamps included in 
the issue is made in a graphic attractive to collectors, with elements reproduced with a special colour - UV yellow. 
  On the stamp with the face value of Lei 3.30, a parietal painting from Coliboaia Cave (Bihor County) is reproduced, in 
which can be seen a woolly rhinoceros - Coelodonta antiquitatis (Blumenbach, 1799), and the painting is approximately 
33,000 years old, one of the oldest rupestrian representations in Europe. 
  Stalactites and organ-like columns adorn the entrance to Paradisului (Paradise) Gallery in Piatra Altarului (Altar Stone) 
Cave, Bihor Mountains, Cluj County. The cavity hosts crystals and calcite formations that can reach perfection, 
comparable to the most famous in Europe. The calcite organ, located in Paradisului Gallery from Piatra Altarului Cave 
(located in Bihor Mountains), is reproduced on the stamp with the face value of Lei 5. 
  The third stamp of the issue, with the value of Lei 8.50, shows the cave bear skulls found in the Rece (Cold) Cave, the 
bear being the representative mammal of the last Ice Age in the Carpathians. The Rece Cave is located on the left slope 
of Cutilor Gorges, from Rosia Township, Bihor County. 
  The last stamp of the series, with the face value of Lei 12, stands out the largest gours, or rimstones (large-sized calcite 
basins) in Romania, located in the Mendip Hall from Sura Mare Cave, Sureanu Mountains, Hunedoara County. Gours 
are formed by the precipitation of calcium carbonate dissolved in water that drips on a sloping wall. 
On the First Day Cover, huge stalagmites are illustrated, located in the Mammoths’ Hall, the Cave from the Darninii 
Wall, Bihor Mountains, Alba County. The mammoths are massive domes and stalagmites made of calcite and 
mondmilch, among the largest of this kind in Romania.  
  Romfilatelia thanks Institute of Speleology “Emil Racovita” and Mr. Cristian  ascu, associate researcher, for the 
documentary and photographic support granted to the achievement of this postage stamps issue. 
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Russia, Fossils Inostrancevia alexandri, Pliosaurus 
rossicus, Mammuthus primigenius, Megaloceros 
giganteus.  Block of 4, Issued June 3, 2020 

Inostrancevia alexandri 
The species in Inostrancevia were the largest gorgonopsids known; known individuals have total body lengths reaching up 
to 3.5 m (11.5 ft) and long, narrow skulls up to 60 cm (24 in) long. This animal had an average mass of 300 kg (661.3 
lbs). It is known from several skulls and two almost-complete skeletons. Like several other gorgonopsids, Inostrancevia 
was characterized by strongly developed canine teeth, with those of the upper jaw up to 15 cm (5.9 in) long, the root 
corresponding to half its length. Their bodies were slender, with rather short legs. Inostrancevia shared its habitat with 
Scutosaurus which it likely preyed upon.  Inostrancevia was named by the Russian paleontologist Vladimir P. Amalitsky in 
honour of the Russian geologist Aleksandr Inostrantsev. 
 

Pliosaurus rossicus 
Distribution:  • Jurassic of the Russian Federation (2 collections), the United Kingdom P. rossicus was first described and 
named by Nestor Ivanovich Novozhilov in 1948. The specific name is derived from the name of Russia, where the 
holotype was found. The holotype of P. rossicus, PIN 304/1 housed at Paleontological Institute, Russian Academy of 
Sciences, consists of cranial and some postcranial remains of a relatively small pliosaur. It was collected at the right bank 
of the Volga River, of Chuvashia, European part of Russia, from the Buinsk Mine oil shales, Dorsoplanites panderi 
ammonite zone, dating to the middle Volgian stage (also known as middle Tithonian). Novozhilov (1964) later also 
described some pectoral remains associated with the holotype. The holotype preserved trihedral teeth like other 
members of Pliosaurus, and bears 6 tooth pairs in the mandibular symphysis.  
 

Mammuthus primigenius 
Mammuthus primigenius is more popularly known as the woolly mammoth that today is regarded as the poster animal for 

the ice age,   a colloquial term for the Pleistocene period which saw a series of glaciations across the upper latitudes of 

the Northern hemisphere and an overall   reduction in global temperatures.   Sometimes also known as the tundra 

mammoth,   the woolly mammoth is but one species of many mammoths that inhabited northern ecosystems,   but the 
large and often exceptional level of preservation of some remains have revealed more about this prehistoric animal than 

many others.  The woolly mammoth like all mammoths is closely related to elephants,   but features a number of special 

adaptations that helped it survive in the much colder latitudes of the northern hemisphere.   First and most obvious is 

the growth of the long shaggy coat of hair over its body,   the longest strands of which being up to meter long.   These 
long hairs covered a denser growth of under hair that provided the main insulation which in turn covered the skin 

which had a thick layer of fat underneath it to provide even further insulations from the cold.   Still the adaptations went 

even further as the skin itself had sebaceous glands that would have secreted sebum,   an oily substance primarily 

composed of dead fat cells into the hair.   Sebum has a number of functions that help maintain skin and hair integrity,  

 but most important to mammoths is that the secretion of sebum would have helped to waterproof the long hair and 

further increase its insulatory properties.                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                               
 

Megaloceros giganteus 
Megaloceros  is an extinct genus of deer whose members lived throughout Eurasia from the early Pleistocene to the 
beginning of the Holocene and were important herbivores during the Ice Ages. The largest species, Megaloceros giganteus, 
vernacularly known as the "Irish elk" or "Giant elk", is also the best known. Fallow deer are thought to be their closest 
living relatives.  Despite its name, the Irish elk was neither restricted to Ireland nor closely related to either species 
commonly referred to as elk (Alces alces in British English and other European languages; Cervus canadensis in North 
American English) but instead is closely related to the fallow deer genus Dama. The genus was part of a Late Neogene 
Eurasian radiation of fallow deer relatives of which today only 2 taxa remain,(Lister et al. 2005, Hughes et al. 2006). 
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Serbia, Golubac Fortress  

<<   Serbia, Golubac Fortress, issued May 19, 2020 
 

The mediaeval Golubac Fortress is situated on the right bank of the Danube, on a 
location with exceptional strategic importance: a rocky ridge overlooking and 
controlling the waterway through the Đerdap Gorge. The first written mention of 
the Fortress dates back to 1335, when it was held by the Hungarians. As a border 
fortification, Golubac had a very turbulent history: it changed hands among Serbs, 
Hungarians and Turks.  The fortress has a distinction of successfully repelling over 
120 conquering attacks during history.  The remains uncovered during the 2010s  

reconstruction, points to the Roman and Byzantine settlement which predated the fortress. The evidence was found in 
the typical brick-stone combination of construction, especially in the building which the Ottomans later used as a 
hammam. Remains of the waterworks system were also discovered. The fortress is made of three separate units built 
over a long time, in several construction phases. The oldest is a small mediaeval redoubt erected on the top of the rocky 
ridge and has tall towers with rectangular plan. One of them hosts a chapel built according to Byzantine rite, which 
gives reason to assume that the fortification was built during the Serbian rule. At the late 14th or early 15th century AD, 
the fortress expanded into the riverbank area. It is exactly where, at the safest possible place and hugging the rock, a 
palace was built, whose hall offered a view over the Danube. 
 

  

<<  Spain,  (left) World Heritage, Mudejar Architecture of 
Aragon Souvenir Sheet with Round Stamp  (right) Deluxe 
Souvenir Sheet in Folder with Round Silver Stamp, Scott 
#4424, issued March 19, 2020. 

 
The Torre de El Salvador in Teruel is the main feature 
of this year's mini sheet issued by Correos as part of the 
World Heritage series. This same motif appears on the 
coin which will be put in circulation this year, and it is 
precisely this that will feature on the World Heritage 
stamp 2020. The coexistence of the Muslim, Christian, 
and Jewish cultures in the Iberian peninsula gave rise to 
the so-called Mudejar style. 

The development in the 12th century of Mudéjar art in Aragon resulted from the particular political, social, and cultural 
conditions that prevailed in Spain after the Reconquista. Geographically, Aragonese Mudéjar art can be found mainly 
along the Ebro river valley and its southern tributaries in the northeast Iberian Peninsula. From a historical point of 
view, this artistic genre belongs to a lengthy period that lasted from the 12th to the 17th century. Mudéjar art is an 
artistic phenomenon that does not belong entirely to the cultures of Western Europe or Islam. It constitutes an 
authentic testament to the peaceful co-existence in medieval Spain of Christianity and Islam with contributions from 
Jewish culture, the fruit of which was a new form of artistic expression. This art, influenced by Islamic tradition, also 
reflects various contemporary European styles, particularly the Gothic.  The ten inscribed component parts are the 
most representative and reflect best this particular historic and cultural phenomenon, symbolising pacific cultural 
coexistence and the exchange of knowledge and experiences. Undoubtedly, the monuments that make up this historical 
legacy are silent witnesses to a key moment in the history of Spain, in which its inhabitants, despite their different 
beliefs, were able to live side by side in peace.  
 

This particular Aragonese Mudejar style presents a variety of characteristics that distance it from other territories such 
as Castilla or Andalusia, where numerous expressions of this style also exist.  The use of materials such as brick, plaster 
and ceramics, considered to have less economic value, joined  to other more sophisticated materials used for 
ornamental motifs resulted in a new and unique expression of plastic, leaving behind such impressive constructions as 
the one represented in this stamp. This beautiful tower belonging to the Iglesia de San Salvador de los Reyes was 
declared a UNESCO World Heritage Site in 1986.  The central column of the tower copies the same design as the  

(cont’d next pg) 
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Spain,  (left) World Heritage, Mudejar Architecture   (cont’d) 
Almohad minarets based on two towers, one wrapping around the other, with the walls of the interior tower made from 
gypsum plaster. The ceramic tiles applied to the exterior continue the formal trend set by the Torre de San Martín, 
albeit with a greater variety of pieces and in smaller sizes. The ceramic tiles were coloured green using copper oxide and 
white using tin glaze, and then subsequently lead glazed to provide a broad range of shapes: square and rhomboid tiles, 
plates and discs, chevrons, columns and eight-pointed stars. 
 

For another year running, Correos is issuing a stamp in a beautiful mini sheet which sets out to show the world those 
monuments and parts of Spain that have the honour of holding the title of World Heritage site. The stamps, and in this 
case, also coins, have the ability to travel the world and serve as a showcase for the country that issues them and puts 
them in circulation. 
 

       
Turkey  Ancient Mosaics from the Haleplibahçe Museum, Urfa , issued April 10, 2020 
Haleplibahce Mosaic Museum, covers 6000 square meter area, is ultramodern and completely utilitarian in nature being 
in the form of a massive inverted saucer which covers the entire site with the mosaics having been left in situ and with 
walkways allowing full viewing of all parts of the complex; around the walls will be placed additional mosaics and 
temporary exhibits. The complex is home to mosaics covering an area of 1.500 square meters, expected to be a 
locomotive of Turkish tourism, especially in the region.  Sanliurfa is the city of mosaics. Just beside the Halil-ur Rahman 
pool in the centre of Sanliurfa lie the remains of the Ancient Greek city of Edessa.  The most important of these are the 
colourful and skillfully Haleplibahce Mosaics. These are the first examples in the world of mosaics depicting Amazon 
warrior queens. This image, the technical and artistic elements of the mosaics, and the fact that they were crafted using 
4 mm2 stones from the river Euphrates, have made them one of the world's most precious mosaics. 
 

     
 

    
Turkey, Tourism Definitives, Patara, issued May 12, 2020 
 

Patara later renamed 
Arsinoe, was a 
flourishing maritime 
and commercial city 
on the south-west 
coast of Lycia on the 
Mediterranean coast of 
Turkey near the 
modern small town of 
Gelemiş, in Antalya 
Province. It is the 
birthplace of St. 
Nicholas in AD 270, 
who lived most of his

life in the nearby town of Myra (Demre). Patara was said to have been founded by Patarus, a son of Apollo. Patara was 
noted in antiquity for its temple and oracle of Apollo, second only to that of Delphi. The god is often mentioned with 
the surname Patareus  Herodotus says that the oracle of Apollo was delivered by a priestess only during a certain period 
of the year; and from Servius we learn that this period was the six winter months. It seems certain that Patara received 
Dorian settlers from Crete; and the worship of Apollo was certainly Dorian. Ancient writers mentioned Patara as one of 
the principal cities of Lycia, it was Lycia's primary seaport, and a leading city of the Lycian League.  The city, with the 
rest of Lycia, surrendered to Alexander the Great in 333BC. During the Wars of the Diadochi, it was occupied in turn  
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New Digs 

  

Patara    (cont’d.) 
by Antigonus and Demetrius, before finally falling to the Ptolemies. Ptolemy Philadelphus of Egypt, who enlarged the 
city, gave it the name of Arsinoe (Arsinoë) after Arsinoe II of Egypt, his wife and sister, but it continued to be called by 
its ancient name, Patara. Antiochus III captured Patara in 196BC. The Rhodians occupied the city, and as a Roman ally, 
the city with the rest of Lycia was granted its freedom in 167BC. In 88BC, the city suffered siege by Mithridates IV, 
king of Pontus and was captured by Brutus and Cassius, during their campaign against Mark Antony and Augustus. It 
was spared the massacres that were inflicted on nearby Xanthos. Patara was formally annexed by the Roman Empire in 
43AD and attached to Pamphylia.   Patara is mentioned in the New Testament as the place where Paul of Tarsus and 
Luke changed ships. The city was Christianized early. Nicholas of Myra was born at Patara around March 15, 270AD.  
The city remained of some importance during the Byzantine Empire as a way-point for trade and pilgrims. After the 
Seljuk Sultanate of Rum acquisition in 1211 the city declined and appears to have been deserted by 1340. With the 
demise of the bishopric as a residential see, Patara became a titular see and is included as in the Catholic Church's list of 
such sees.  
   The site is currently being excavated during two summer months each year by a team of Turkish archaeologists. At 
the end of 2007, all the sand had been cleared from the theatre and some other buildings, and the columns on the main 
street had been partially re-erected (with facsimile capitals). The excavations have revealed masonry in remarkable 
condition. In 2020, a 1,900-year-old statue of a woman was discovered in Patara. 
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Armenia definitive, issued Nov 27, 
2019, Kingdom of Ararat, Scott #1202-
3  from Jan’20 

 

 
Armenia, issued Sept 30, 2019, Scott 
#1197 
 

 
Slovakia,  Bronze & Silver Artifacts, 
issued Oct 7, 2019, Scott #828ab 

 

 
Spain, Cantabrian War, issued Nov 6, 
2019Scott #4396 

 

 
Syria  Sept 2019, Scott #1793 

 

   
Turkey, Archaeological Site Göbekli 
Tepe, issued Feb 28, 2019, Scott 3641-
2, April issue. 

 

 
Turkey, Arslantepe Historical Site, 
issued Nov 6, 2019, souvenir sheet, 
Scott #3691, April issue. 

 

 
Ukraine, Mosaic of Michael the 
Archangel - Kiev, (Round Stamp), 
issued Nov 6, 2019, Scott #1234, April 
issue. 
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Archaeology Today 

How Human Y Chromosomes Replaced Those of Neanderthals in a Quiet Genetic Takeover 
When the two early human species mated, their genomes changed forever.  Tens of thousands of years ago, Homo 
sapiens—the modern-day human—roamed the world with at least two archaic human species: the famous Neanderthals 
and their lesser known cousins, the Denisovans. Untangling the relationship between these groups has been an ongoing 
challenge for scientists.  One hurdle in deciphering human prehistory is the absence of evidence of a Neanderthal Y 
chromosome in the genetic record. Now, a new study, published Friday in the journal Science, suggests that the modern 
human Y chromosome completely replaced the Neanderthal Y chromosome when male Homo sapiens’ began mating 
with female Neanderthals at some point between 100,000 and 370,000 years ago, reports Ann Gibbons for Science 
magazine.  So far, scientists have only been able to sequence about a dozen Neanderthal specimens’ DNA—and most 
of the samples are from women. The male DNA from Neanderthals that does exist is damaged or contaminated, Science 
reports. Using a new breakthrough method of “binding” fragmentary chromosome sample, the team of evolutionary 
geneticists sequenced Y chromosome DNA from three Neanderthals and two Denisovans that lived in Eurasia. 
  “The most striking thing that immediately popped up is that all three Neanderthal Y chromosomes are more closely 
related to the modern human or present-day human Y chromosomes than the Denisovan Y chromosomes,” lead 
author Martin Petr, a Ph.D. student at the Max Planck Institute for Evolutionary Anthropology in Germany, tells Jef 
Akst for The Scientist. 
  Long after the three species diverged on the evolutionary tree, they crossed paths again—and began mating. This 
mixture of Neanderthal and human DNA was “a defining feature of hominin history,” population geneticist Josh Akey, 
who was not involved in the research, tells Science. And it changed Neanderthal genomes from there on out. Since the Y 
chromosome is passed from fathers to sons, when male Homo sapiens mated with female Neanderthals, future 
generations of Neanderthals inherited the Homo sapiens version of a Y chromosome, reports Kiona Smith for Ars 
Technica. But why the Homo sapiens Y chromosome persisted is still unclear. 
  The team theorizes that the human Y chromosome may have had a slight fitness advantage over their Neanderthal 
comrades. Because Neanderthals had a smaller population size than humans, they likely accumulated more 
deleterious—or harmful—mutations in their genome, especially on the sex chromosomes. Early modern humans, 
however, were more genetically diverse and likely had Y chromosomes that were free of undesirable mutations. These 
mutation-free chromosomes could have given humans a slight genetic advantage that was just enough to edge out the 
Neanderthal’s Y chromosome. 
  But this triumph isn’t the first time a genetic takeover has occurred in the Neanderthal lineage. A 2017 study in Nature 
discovered that a Neanderthal specimen from 38,000 to 100,000 years ago had mitochondrial DNA (mtDNA) from an 
early modern human woman. Since mtDNA is inherited maternally, the researchers suggested that a human woman 
mated with a Neanderthal man more than 220,000 years ago, creating a lineage of Neanderthals with human mtDNA. 
“It is remarkable to see that both uniparental markers, so both [the] Y chromosome and mitochondrial DNA, they 
show the same story,” Cosimo Posth, a paleogeneticist at University of Tübingen in Germany and lead author of the 
2017 study, tells The Scientist. This new research proves just how dynamic hominin history is, he says. 
  The researchers say that the next step in understanding Neanderthal evolution is to sequence more archaic human Y 
chromosomes and study Neanderthals from a wider geographic range. “This will help us narrow down the timing of the 
replacement and test how far did the Y chromosome replacement spread geographically,” Petr and coauthor Janet 
Kelso, also an evolutionary geneticist at Max Planck, tell Ars Technica. 
By Rasha Aridi,  smithsonianmag.com,  September 30, 2020  

 

Human Footprints Found in Saudi Arabia May Be 120,000 Years Old 
If confirmed, the footfalls would represent the oldest evidence of Homo sapiens’ presence on the Arabian Peninsula. 
Seven footprints pressed into the parched sediment of an ancient lake bed in northern Saudi Arabia may testify to 
humans’ presence in the region some 115,000 years ago, reports Maya Wei-Haas for National Geographic.  Archaeologists 
scouring the Nefud Desert spotted the impressions while examining 376 footprints left in the mud of the bygone body 
of water by such animals as giant extinct elephants, camels, buffalo and ancestors of modern horses.  Now, a new 
analysis published in the journal Science Advances argues that anatomically modern humans created the seven footprints 
between 112,000 and 121,000 years ago. If confirmed, the footfalls would be the oldest traces of Homo sapiens ever 
found on the Arabian Peninsula, notes Bruce Bower for Science News. 
  The find could help reveal the routes ancient humans followed as they pushed out of Africa into new territory, 
according to National Geographic. 

(cont’d next pg) 
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Archaeology Today 

Human Footprints Found in Saudi Arabia May Be 120,000 Years Old 
Most non-African people alive today have ancestors who departed the continent en masse some 60,000 years ago. But 
some researchers think that smaller groups of Homo sapiens ventured outside of Africa thousands of years prior to this 
mass migration, journeying across the Sinai Peninsula and into the Levant. Other scholars propose a route centered on 
the Horn of Africa and the Arabian Peninsula. 
  In addition to the footprints, the lake bed, nicknamed Alathar (Arabic for “the trace”) yielded a trove of 233 fossils, 
reports Issam Ahmed for Agence France-Presse (AFP). Though the peninsula is now home to arid deserts, it was likely 
greener and wetter at the time the footprints were cast, boasting a climate similar to that of the African savanna. “The 
presence of large animals such as elephants and hippos, together with open grasslands and large water resources, may 
have made northern Arabia a particularly attractive place to humans moving between Africa and Eurasia,” says study 
co-author Michael Petraglia, an archaeologist at the Max Planck Institute for Science and Human History, in a 
statement. Though the site may have once been a fruitful hunting ground, researchers found no stone tools or animal 
bones bearing the telltale marks of butchery. Per the statement, this dearth of evidence suggests the humans’ visit to the 
lake was likely just a brief stopover. 
  As Ann Gibbons reports for Science magazine, the team identified the fossilized footfalls as human by comparing them 
with tracks known to be made by humans and Neanderthals, a related but separate species of hominin. The seven 
footprints featured in the study were longer than the Neanderthal tracks and appeared to have been made by taller, 
lighter hominins.  The team can’t completely exclude Neanderthals as the potential authors of the footprints. But if the 
dating proves correct, such an attribution is unlikely, as the sediments just above and below the impressions date to a 
period called the last interglacial, when the climate in the region was relatively warm and wet.  “It is only after the last 
interglacial with the return of cooler conditions that we have definitive evidence for Neanderthals moving into the 
region,” says lead author Mathew Stewart, a biologist at the Max Planck Institute for Chemical Ecology, in the 
statement. “The footprints, therefore, most likely represent humans, or Homo sapiens.” 
By Alex Fox,  smithsonianmag.com,  September 21, 2020  

 
Treasure Hunters Destroy 2,000-Year-Old Heritage Site in Sudan 
Illegal gold diggers dug an enormous trench at Jabal Maragha in the eastern Sahara Desert.  Last July, archaeologists 
arriving at Jabal Maragha in eastern Sudan encountered five men who had used a pair of digging machines to create a 
55-foot-deep, 65-foot-long trench in the desert landscape. The destructive act, part of an illegal search for gold, 
rendered the 2,000-year-old archaeological site unrecognizable, reports BBC News. “They had only one goal in digging 
here—to find gold,” archaeologist Habab Idriss Ahmed, who excavated Jabal Maragha’s ruins in 1999, tells Sammy 
Ketz of Agence France-Presse (AFP). “They did something crazy; to save time, they used heavy machinery.” 
Located some 170 miles north of Khartoum in the eastern Sahara Desert, Jabal Maragha served as a small settlement or 
checkpoint in the kingdom of Kush, which dominated the lands south of Egypt from 2500BC to 300AD. The site itself 
was in use between roughly 350BC and 350AD. 
  Hatem al-Nour, Sudan’s director of antiquities and museums, tells AFP that the ground at Jabal Maragha contains the 
metallic mineral pyrite, which may have triggered the gold seekers’ metal detectors and convinced them to start digging. 
Prior to the treasure hunters’ arrival, Jabal Maragha “was a quiet and beautiful site, never touched by anyone,” says 
Idriss Ahmed to Africa News. Al-Nour emphasized the scope of the loss, telling Africa News that the rare site 
“contained a lot of useful information for research on the history of Sudan.” 
  In recent years, a growing number of Sudan’s ancient heritage sites have been subjected to looting and destruction. 
“Out of a thousand more or less well-known sites in Sudan, at least a hundred have been destroyed or damaged,” al-
Nour tells AFP. “There is one policeman for 30 sites ... and he has no communication equipment or adequate means of 
transport.” Gold mining, a $1.2 billion industry in Sudan, motivates and finances much of this destruction. According 
to Africa News, digging expeditions like the one discovered at Jabal Maragha are financed by businessmen hoping to 
strike it rich. Some local authorities also encourage “young and unemployed” residents to search cultural sites for 
treasure, per AFP.  Illegal gold diggers seldom stay incarcerated for long. According to AFP, a police escort 
accompanying the archaeologists detained the men, but they were freed within hours. Because authorities failed to press 
charges, the looters were even able to recover their digging machines. “They should have been put in jail and their 
machines confiscated,” Mahmoud al-Tayeb, an expert formerly associated with the country’s antiquities department, 
tells AFP. “There are laws.” Though the region’s archaeological wonders are relatively little known, the Kingdom of  

( cont’d next pg) 
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Archaeology Today 

Treasure Hunters Destroy 2,000-Year-Old Heritage Site in Sudan      (cont’d previous pg)  

Kush actually built more pyramids than the Egyptians. As Isma’il Kushkush writes in Smithsonian magazine’s September 
cover story, more than 200 ancient pyramids remain standing across Sudan. “While they are not as old or as large as the 
pyramids in Egypt, they are unique in that they are steeper, and they were not all dedicated to royals,” he explains. 
“Nobles (at least those who could afford it) came to be buried in pyramids as well.” 
By Alex Fox, smithsonianmag.com, August 31, 2020  

 

Police Confiscate Roman Amphorae Found Stashed in Spanish Seafood Shop 
The store owner’s son allegedly discovered the 13 clay vessels on fishing trips and brought them back as decorations.  
Spanish police conducting a routine inspection of a frozen seafood vendor in the coastal town of Alicante recently 
spotted something fishy—and it wasn’t just the merchandise.  “Officers observed several ceramic amphorae at various 
points in the facility, a metal anchor and a limestone plaque with an inscription that, at first glance, could be of 
considerable age,” the Spanish Civil Guard writes in a statement, as translated by CNN’s Rob Picheta. 
  More than a dozen of the suspiciously ancient-looking clay jars decorated the premises, prompting a seizure that 
netted 13 nearly 2,000-year-old Roman amphorae and an 18th-century metal anchor, reports Sam Jones for the 
Guardian. The shop owner’s son allegedly found the artifacts on fishing trips and brought them back to spruce up the 
storefront. Both men are now under investigation, according to BBC News. 
  After taking a closer look at the amphorae, archaeologists at the nearby Sea Museum in Santa Pola determined that all 
13 were Roman. The vessels may date to as early as the first century A.D., reports CNN. One amphora was singled out 
following the inspection “due to its exclusivity.” Per the statement, the limestone plaque discovered at the scene is 
engraved with the word “este”—Spanish for east. 
  The museum’s assessment suggests that most of the amphorae were used to transport oil produced in Andalucia 
across the Mediterranean Sea to Rome via Portus Ilicitanus (located in the modern-day port of Santa Pola). Others 
might have once contained wine or garum, a sauce made from fish guts, herbs and salt.  Garum was extremely popular 
in the Roman and Byzantine period, reported María José Noain Maura for National Geographic in 2018. Factories 
dedicated to producing the pungent condiment sprang up along the north African and Spanish coast lines; last year, 
archaeologists even discovered a rare garum factory in the southern Israeli city of Ashkelon. 
To prepare garum, workers would pack giant vats with alternating layers of salt; herbs; and whitebait, anchovy, mackerel 
or tuna innards. Once the vats’ contents had spent a few months fermenting in the hot sun, the sauce was ready to be 
siphoned into clay amphorae (like those festooned around the fishmonger’s shop) for storage and transport. 
  The Civil Guard posits that the ceramics might have “come from the looting of shipwrecks,” according to the 
statement. If the artifacts did, in fact, originate in wrecks found off of the Mediterranean coast, the men could be 
charged with “crimes against historical heritage,” as well as possession of objects known to be of dubious or illegal 
origin. 
By Alex Fox, smithsonianmag.com,  July 27, 2020 

 
 

Have you visited out website recently?   A membership 
application is available for printing, so is a flyer advertising our 
club.  They print easily for those of you attending stamp 
shows around the country to leave at the literature table.  We 
are still trying to update our old website, once that is done we 
hope to have a volunteer to keep it up to date. 
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